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timing chain brakes diagram transmission diagram and engine problems. Honda civic got
several engine options ranging from 14 l to 23 l inline 4 cylinder engines and these engines
were attached to 5 speed automatic and manual transmissions 6 speed manual transmission or
a cvt. For the fuse descriptions of the under dash fuse box go here. Honda 2 2 Engine Diagram
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while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized
as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
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earn from qualifying purchases. The Honda D16Y7 is a 1. This engine is part of the Honda D
series engine family. The D series began production in and finally ended in With over 21 years
of experience with this style engine, Honda had plenty of time to work out the problems as they
appeared. This is one reason why you can still find these engines on the road today. Photo via
Flickr. Starting in , the D16Y7 engine replaced the D15B7 which was available from until This
change meant that beginning in , Honda Civics would have an increased displacement of 1. Due
to this upgrade the D16Y7 delivered an additional 4 horsepower. It is important to note that due
to new emission laws beginning in , all cars manufactured in the United States were required to
have the new Onboard Diagnostic OBD-II system. In the D16Y7 was replaced by the D17A1.
Again Honda increased the displacement from 1. The base model Honda Civic was not marketed
as a high performance engine since it only had horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The D16Y7 is not
very popular among tuners because it has a single overhead cam and is not equipped with
VTEC technology. In contrast, the high performance Honda Civic EX model only got 30 mpg city
and 35 mpg highway. The bore is 2. Honda set the compression ratio for the D16Y7 engine at 9.
Since Honda had 12 years of experience producing the D series engine before they released the
D16Y7, there are very few problems with this engine. In fact, it is not uncommon to find used
Civics with this engine that have over , miles and are still going strong. The block and head are
both constructed out of aluminum, making this a lightweight, efficient engine. The head features

a single overhead cam with 4 valves per cylinder. By only using a single overhead cam, Honda
was able to keep cost and maintenance to a minimum with this engine. The D16Y7 is still a
popular engine and can be found in Civics all over the country. However, this engine was
greatly overshadowed by the performance found in the Honda VTEC engines of the same time
period. That being said, with only horsepower this engine was designed for great gas mileage
and durability, not performance. After the D16Y7 was phased out, Honda increased the size of
the engine found in the base model Honda Civics and gave them extra horsepower. If you're
getting the feel that this Honda Civic EX is somewhat familiar to you, you're not alone. That is, if
you're a regular Super Street visitor and caught the story on the owner's other project, a GS-R
sedan. Beyond the similarity of a pair of white Hondas atop choice white wheels, the minute
details and careful execution really tie the two cars together. Admittedly a serial builder that
takes ample time to stalk his prey before making his move, owner Todd Grant has essentially
built this coupe twice - once as a "piece here, piece there" affair, and a second time in an effort
to apply the things he'd learned over the years to perfect it. Read through his Integra build story
and you realize that much of that sedan predicated on circumstance, while this EJ coupe,
though intended to serve strictly as a daily driver while Todd chipped away at a '94 Civic
hatchback, transitioned into another project on his to-do list. Between the three cars four, if you
count the original GS-R sedan donor vehicle , this Civic was the unsung hero, serving as a
reliable daily for years and racking up over , miles on the clock. Of course, having multiple
projects in the works means even the everyday transportation had to get at least a little love.
After finding some hidden rust in the hatchback, it was pushed aside for the time being and the
coupe became part of the whirlwind of searching, purchasing and installing parts that swept
through Todd's garage regularly. The search for an EM1 dash was fruitful, as was the hunt for
additional accents like the Canadian SiR bits. It's not going to break the sound barrier but for
Todd's purposes, the classic B16A swap is more than enough to keep him entertained. Other
than the shiny aluminum radiator and low-profile valvecover fasteners, the engine bay looks like
a Honda sales brochure. All OEM brackets and hardware were replaced or refurbished and only
the trained eye would spot the ITR heatshield that hides a 'spec header and, if you've been
around for a while, you might recognize the Skunk2 intake manifold. Before the brand began
applying their logo in a raised, rectangular style on newer units, it looked just like a factory ITR
unit. Beneath the surface you'll find a set of B16B CTR cams and inside the factory airbox is a
high-flow air filter. Think of the interior and engine bay as the Civic Type R coupe that should
have been produced in the late '90s. A long list of audio upgrades are all but non-existent in
most other feature cars that come through our doors but in Todd's case, it's absolutely required
- his DB8 story will back that claim up. Patience is a major part of this and any of Todd's other
builds. Take for instance, the OEM optional front and rear bumper lips intended for the '99 to '00
model. Tough to source, they finally danced across his screen after a few years of digging
around. When he finally got them, he dressed them up with a "colormatch in a can" since
budget constraints wouldn't allow any outsourcing. The dollars saved allowed him to grab a set
of Gab Sports wheels later used on the Integra in his other feature and for the most part, the EX
was a wrap. A little while after completing his Integra sedan restomods, Todd felt the coupe
needed the same sort of attention, so in the garage it went and everything was removed in
preparation for a deep dive into the restoration realm. He adds, "I began the grueling and
expensive task of tracking down all new Honda nuts, bolts, brackets, clips, seals, etc. I painted
the engine bay myself, tore apart the engine, cleaning up every inch, painting some parts.
Adjustable beam Valeo headlights, EK9 column light, stereo and alarm, and everything else
wiring-related was redone, including revamping his required audio set up. Under the wheel
wells, what you can't see are the hours put into pulling suspension components, coating them
and the wells in durable implement paint before adding new bushings and ball joints. The
white-on-white combo is as clean as it gets, and the dark grey interior with bright red Recaros
makes for great contrast. When it came time to paint his Integra, Todd took the task on himself,
splitting time between his home garage and a rented paint booth. This time around, a friend
offered to take care of the respray and the only labor Todd had to contribute was disassembly
duties. Subtle J's Racing fenders grant some extra breathing room for the front wheel and tire
package and just like his GS-R build, a Top1 front splitter and side diffusers are bolted in place.
Todd Grant's GS-R Integra and Civic EX are part of a unique group of builders that have quietly
been chipping away at long-term builds that often fly under the radar. They don't boast
tire-smoking dyno numbers, excessive camber, huge rear wings or other overtly in-your-face
upgrades but instead, focus on painstaking details that most would never catch. Everyone has
heard of the GT40 and GT. In what may be considered a look into the future, expands the
3D-printed marketplace with its fashionable and functional set of carbon aero bits for the Ferrari
F8 Tributo. Covering B and K engine swapped EG and EK classics to current and really old

projects breaking new ground, these are our 10 most popular Honda Civic builds. Honda Tuning
features. View Photo Gallery 40 Photos. Honda Tuning. By Rodrez. ALSO my brother, for
stepping up and being the adult of us kids, getting married and making the first grandchild,
removing the pressure from ME so I can play with cars. Japanese European Domestic. Rodrez
â€” Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18,
Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Rodrez â€” Feb 17, Conner Golden â€” Feb 16, Super Street
Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing
you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year
Search. Related Articles Honda Tuning features. FreakypartsUK mm S front slotted rotors
drilled to 4x Ray up at Fusionworks Racing here in Wichita for all my audio and performance
based parts, Steve at Hmotorsonline for most of my JDMs, my dude Orlando at Gerber Auto
Collision and Glass for taking over on bodywork and paint, the handful of friends that have been
around to make this hobby FUN and kept the build process going with positivity, my dad for not
judging my childish prioritization and always being game to come by and split a sixer in the
garage while I do the wrenching. Honda Civic Drain Plug Washer. Honda Civic Cabin Air Filter.
Honda Civic Wiper Blade. Honda Civic Air Filter. Honda Civic Headlight. Honda Civic Engine
Control Module. Honda Civic Wiper Arm. Honda Civic Catalytic Converter. Honda Civic Brake
Pad Set. Honda Civic Steering Wheel. Honda Civic Wheel Bearing. Honda Civic Lug Nuts. Honda
Civic Control Arm. Honda Civic Sway Bar Link. Honda Civic Shift Cable. Honda Civic Torque
Converter. Honda Civic Oil Filter. Honda Civic Valve Stem Seal. Honda Civic Oxygen Sensor.
Honda Civic Valve Cover Gasket. Honda Civic Water Pump. Honda Civic Drive Belt. Honda Civic
Timing Belt. Honda Civic Emblem. Honda Civic Sun Visor. Honda Civic Mirror Cover. Honda
Civic Armrest. Honda Civic Side Marker Light. Honda Civic Bumper. Honda Civic Car Mirror.
Honda Civic Grille. Honda Civic Engine Cover. Honda Civic Trunk Latch. Honda Civic Door Lock
Actuator. Honda Civic Door Lock Cylinder. Honda Civic Window Regulator. Honda Civic Door
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Flaps. Honda Civic Ashtray. Honda Civic Cigarette Lighter. Honda Civic Interior Trim. Honda
Civic Seat Cover. Honda Civic Cup Holder. Honda Civic Floor Mats. Honda Civic Steering Wheel
Cover. Honda Civic Shift Knob. Honda Civic Exhaust. Honda Civic Splash Guards. Honda Civic
Car Cover. Honda Civic Nose Mask. Honda Civic Body Side Molding. Honda Civic Deck Lid
Spoiler. Honda Civic Door Edge Film. Honda Civic Alloy Wheels. Honda Civic Fog Lights. Honda
Civic Security System. Honda Civic Air Conditioner. Honda Civic CD Player. Honda Civic Engine
Block Heater. Honda Civic CD Changer. Honda Civic Auxiliary Jack. Honda Civic MP3 Player.
Honda Civic Spare Tire Kit. Honda Civic Adapter Harness. Honda Civic Audio Attachment.
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When Honda Civic was first introduced in , it was a two-door model then a three-door hatchback
was added. Up to today, it has been through ten generations. Before the ninth generation Honda
Civic was launched in the North American market in April , its concept version had been
unveiled at the North American International Auto Show. Honda Civic got several engine
options ranging from 1. Then the tenth generation present sedan got unveiled on Youtube in ,
Civic coupe was released at the Los Angeles Auto Show and Civic hatchback debuted at Paris
Motor Show. New Honda Civic features a new fastback exterior design with the rear C-Pillar
flowing into the tailgate. Si and Type-R are available. Honda Civic now is powered by 1.
Japanese automakers are always famous for high quality and precise engineering. However, no
matter how tough Honda Civic is, it could not withstand natural beat, problems as following
would appear on it: First, transmission failure. Lots of Honda Civic drivers have reported this
problem at the car repair statistics site CarComplaint. They told that and Civic is the main
victim. Difficulty in shifting, clutch slippage, starting in another gear or not going into gear at all
even grinding noises coming from underneath the vehicle happen often. If the indicator in your
Honda Civic does not match the gear and the vehicle could not be turned off, please make sure
if the transfer case seal, automatic transmission filter and clutch disc. Second, cracked engine
block. This is the second most complained problem about Honda Civic. This is obviously an
engine problem and will manifest as steam coming from under the hood, leaking coolant
resulting in poor engine performance as rough running and decrease in power and acceleration.
Hard starting or inability to start often troubled them as well. Once Check Engine Light and Low
Coolant light come on in your Honda Civic, water pump, radiator hose, valve cover gasket and
air filter deserve a thorough inspection. However, you need painstaking work to keep or restore
your Honda Civic in best shape. Some auto parts are more vulnerable while others could last as
long as its lifespan in your Honda Civic. In order to save you time and energy in routine
maintenance, you need to focus on these auto parts first. Wiper blade tends to wear and tear

easily owing to its rubber material and harsh working environment, you are advised to replace it
at least every six months. Other parts such as cabin air filter, emblem, headlight and fog light
and so on also should get maintained regularly. What a coincidence that our website happens
to own a wide selection of genuine Honda Civic parts at the lowest price online. Backed by the
manufacturer's warranty, these OEM Civic parts can get returned without hassle and get
delivered at the fastest delivered to your door step. So start your shopping now! Select Year for
Honda Civic Parts. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Honda Civic Connectors. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Connectors part. Quantity
Sold. Shop Honda Civic Connectors. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Part Number: SIS
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e Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Part Number: K Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Honda Civic Connectors Customer Reviews. Jul 03, Replaced the
original perfectly. Works great. Thank you! Purchased on Mar 29, Jun 10, Very cost effective
Halogen Lamp connector. Very cost effective Halogen Lamp connector for Volvo with , miles
and running like new. Short in existing connector baked material black until it disintegrated.
Purchased on Jun 25, Happy with my connector. The low beam headlight on my cadillac got
fried somehow so I purchased this replacement connector. It is an exact duplicate of the one
that I took out, down to the colors. It took about fifteen minutes to install, and it works perfectly.
Color me happy. If I need more parts, I will check this web site out again. Purchased on May 02,
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